Reagan proposal
Sources predict tax overhaul

WASHINGTON (AP) — President Reagan plans to propose this month a major, long-term overhaul of the federal income tax system that would include lowering tax rates in exchange for growing current deductions, administration sources said today.

The initiative, which one official described as "major tax reform," is to be disclosed on Jan. 25 in the president's State of the Union address to Congress, according to the sources, who asked that their names not be used.

The thrust of the revisions is similar to what has become known as the "flat-rate" tax plan, under which personal income tax rates are lowered but the amount of income subject to taxation is increased because of a narrowing or elimination of tax deductions.

The deductions, which are allowed for such items as state and local taxes, home mortgage and other interest payments, business expenses, charitable contributions and a variety of miscellaneous expenditures, are subtracted from the income subject to federal tax.

The sources said Reagan finds the "flat-rate" approach appealing because it would reduce the tax code and bring about a lowering of the "marginal" tax rates — the highest percentage at which an individual's income is taxed.

The marginal tax rate currently is 50 percent. That rate applies to the taxable income in 1982, after deductions, of $41,500 or more for single persons and $83,600 or more for married couples filing jointly.

The idea also is appealing to budget director David A. Stockman, who is faced with the prospects of deficits totaling $200 billion a year and more, because of estimates by his advisers suggesting that such an approach would result in an overall increase in revenues in spite of a reduction in tax rates.

Treasury Department officials are working on specific tax revision proposals, although sources cautioned that few details would likely be included in the fiscal 1980 budget which the president must send Congress Jan. 31.

The sources said the initiative is separate from a plan for a "trigger" tax increase that would take effect in fiscal 1980 if the deficit is still running above $100 billion a year.

Tax rates for the latter plan are still under review, the sources said.

Reagan urges Israel to reconciliation

TEL AVIV, Israel (AP) — President Reagan reported stepping up pressure on Israel yesterday to break the impasse in Lebanon negotiations, and some accounts said he was considering postponing Prime Minister Menachem Begin's visit to Washington.

Presidential envoy Philip C. Habib met yesterday with the U.S. negotiating team in Jerusalem, and Israeli news reports said he was carrying a message from Reagan demanding that talks be speeded up.

The reports quoted unidentified American sources in Washington as saying Begin plans to visit Reagan, but it may be postponed if there is no progress on solving the Lebanon crisis Begin's spokesman denied the reports. There was no comment from Israelis.

Lebanese, Israeli and American negotiators were to assemble in the Israeli town of Kiryat Shmona on the Lebanese border today to discuss a new U.S. compensation proposal on the thorny agenda issue.

The Israelis are insisting that the agenda include talks on normalizing relations with Lebanon and in Lebanon apparently for a fear of alienating the rest of the Arab world; the Americans focus on withdrawal of Israeli, Syrian and Palestinian forces from Lebanon.

Administration officials said they accepted the new American idea of a "composite agenda," designed to meet both sides' needs, but wanted the issues to be regarded as "topics for discussion, not binding principles."

American radio stations said the main item in the "composite agenda" was ending the state of war which theoretically has existed since the armistice ending the 1949 war. Lebanon demands this agreement be the framework for future relations with Israel, but Israeli con­­­gressmanㄌ　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　...
The Notre Dame Alumni association honor an outstanding senior in 1983 when it presents a citation based on both service to the University and community and good academic standing. Officials of the 69,000-member organization say the second Distinguished Student Award will be presented at a national meeting in late April. Nomination forms are available to members of the university community and may be obtained in the Alumni Office. Students are nominated by the offices of Sodexo and the nomination deadline is January 27, and a committee, coordinated by Father David Schlemer, director of campus ministry, will study the list of nominees. The Alumni Association each year selects an outstanding alumnus or staff member, respectively, on the basis of the award to Notre Dame and their community. The accolade's first recipient, Joseph A. Bernet, a philosophy major from Monteville, Pa. — The Observer

Warren E. Burger, chief justice of the United States, will address the students, faculty and staff of Notre Dame Law School at the London Law Center. Notre Dame Law Dean David T. Link said dedication activities would be the last week in July but no precise date has been set. The U. S. building is located at 330-1st Street NW, the intersection of Angela and 1st Street NW. Stephen W. Smith, a professor at the University of Pennsylvania Law School, was established in 1925. Each year, it publishes one volume in five separate issues appearing between October and June. In addition, articles written by Notre Dame Law School students, the Review publishes articles and book reviews by law professors, judges and practicing lawyers. — The Observer

The Notre Dame Law School publication has changed its name from The Notre Dame Lawyer to The Notre Dame Law Review. The new name appears with the 56th volume of the magazine, which is not included, according to its editors, to reflect our continuing efforts to become a widely read and recognized legal journal. The Review is raised and staffed entirely during February. A list of proposed honorees during February. The award has been given to an outstanding alumnus or staff member, respectively, on the basis of their contribution to the university. Officials of the 69,000-member organization say the award has been given to an outstanding alumnus or staff member, respectively, on the basis of the award to Notre Dame and their community. The accolade's first recipient, Joseph A. Bernet, a philosophy major from Monteville, Pa. — The Observer
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Warren E. Burger, chief justice of the United States, will address the students, faculty and staff of Notre Dame Law School at the London Law Center. Notre Dame Law Dean David T. Link said dedication activities would be the last week in July but no precise date has been set. The U. S. building is located at 330-1st Street NW, the intersection of Angela and 1st Street NW. Stephen W. Smith, a professor at the University of Pennsylvania Law School, was established in 1925. Each year, it publishes one volume in five separate issues appearing between October and June. In addition, articles written by Notre Dame Law School students, the Review publishes articles and book reviews by law professors, judges and practicing lawyers. — The Observer

Father Theodore M. Hesburgh, University president, has been appointed by Pope John Paul II to an international council which is part of the Pontifical Council for Culture. The Pontifical Council for Culture was created by the Pope in May 1972 and is headed by Agostino Cardinal Casaroli, the Vatican's secretary of state. The council was established by the Pontifical Council for Culture, an international council, which will meet at least once a year, was described by the Pope in a letter to Cardinal Casaroli as comprising "a small group of Catholic intellectuals from all over the world." The international council will meet in Vatican City in January. — The Observer

The 1982 United Way Drive on campus exceeded its goal with 31,145 in cash and commitments. The goal was $160,000. Fifty-two percent of the lay faculty contributed $68,971, an average of $164.78. Seventy-seven percent of all administrators contributed $25,885, or an average of $111. Sixty-one percent of all employees contributed $28,878. or an average of $350. Student raised $7,025, and the Congregation of Holy Cross contributed $6,000 on behalf of its members who work at the University. Contributions came from retirees and emeritus. WNOU Stations employees, Ave Maria Press and the Notre Dame Credit Union. — The Observer

Notre Dame security officials are investigating the injury of two students involved in an auto accident Sunday (Dec. 19) at the intersection of Angela and Juniper Road. Stephen Bink and Maureen Goddard, both sophomores, were treated and released from St. Joseph's Medical Center. Police said their auto left the roadway and collided with a car driven by a driver who was traveling at high speed when it rolled over south of the campus. The case has been referred to the office of dean of students. — The Observer

Mike Monk
Editor in Chief
Inside Thursday

It appears that something worthwhile actually may be happening in Southern California this week. No, they're not demolishing the television studios. The most shocking news is the NCAA Convention taking place in San Diego. And although the annual event has been noteworthy in the past only because of its reliance on International Law at Notre Dame. Notre Dame's full-year London Law School program writers, judges and practicing lawyers. In addition to material written by Notre Dame Law School students, the Review publishes articles and book reviews by law professors, judges and practicing lawyers. — The Observer

The proposals are a welcome change which will attempt to overcome the criminal practices which have pervaded college sports for years, all meant to entice the great school athletes, regardless of their academic or mental capabilities, to attend certain schools. The results of such unethical acts have often been devastating to the college involved. Complexity unprepared for life after "college," many athletes turn to drugs, mental or physical incompetence or crime. The most shocking case is that of Billy Don Jackson who earned three varsity letters at UCLA (1977-79). Last May he was sentenced for the stabbing death of a drug dealer. The UCLA organization must forge ahead with closer observation and do its best to prevent the present corrupt nature of college sports. Just yesterday, with the vigorous backing of Joe Paterno, the chancellor of Penn State, the delegates passed Proposal 48 which requires a minimum of multi-Ethnic and science courses before a high school graduate can get an athletic scholarship. It also requires a ridiculously low SAT score of 700 (the national average is 960) and the athlete must maintain a GPA of 2.0 while in college.

If we as a nation have this positive movement of a group whose previous preoccupation was凭着 fingers at each other at least signals that changes are being made. Surely the prying press and enforcement has paid great dividends for many schools. Clemson, UCLA and USC are the most prominent examples. Before the relatively stringent penalties were levied against Clemson, college football began to make a trip to the cookie jar received no more punishment than a trip to the woodshed. The NCAA is at this point. But for the new proposals to be as effective as they appear on paper, the organization must forge ahead with closer observation and do its best to prevent the present corrupt nature of college sports. The views expressed in the Inside column are the views of the author, and do not necessarily represent the views of The Observer or its editorial board.

TENNIS CLINIC

Featuring: Scott Ford
USPTA Tennis Pro
Progressive Clinic

Limited Enrollment
Advanced Registration – Jan. 16, 18, 20
ACC Fieldhouse – 8:30-10:30 p.m.
On Court – Dress for Activity
Brig Racquet

Package Price:
$600 for 3 Nights
$300 per Night
Register at NVA Office or Call 239-6100
The additional security guard posted in the McCandless lot at Saint Mary's College will continue on an unofficial basis, according to Robert Folles, director of personnel. The guard, posted from dusk to 2 a.m., was tested in a trial period the two weeks before break.

According to Folles, "the trial period went extremely well. It was successful from the point of view that there were no (security) incidents before or during break. There was some confusion concerning the permanence of the guard. Folles said he had not officially given the authorization to continue the McCandless guard.

Security Director Anthony Kovatch said the guard would continue to be posted.

Folles said that as security director, Kovatch is authorized to assign a guard. "He may have taken it upon himself to authorize it. I guess the answer is that he has put people out there until we come to a final decision."

A number of security options are being considered, according to Folles.

A truck similar to the one located at the main gate of the College may be built near the McCandless lot. Another option is placing a gate at the main entrance, similar to the ones utilized at Notre Dame, in order to monitor cars on campus after dark. This suggestion was made several years ago but turned down due to cost and Saint Mary's tradition as an open access campus.

The gate is being considered again, however, according to Folles. A traffic counter will be utilized soon to determine the volume of traffic on campus.

No progress has been made in the search for suspects in the two assault attempts on campus last semester. Sergeant Greg Delinski of the Detective Bureau of the Saint Joseph County Sheriff's office said no additional information has been reported. "We're just in a holding pattern until something breaks," he said.

Thieves burglarize bar over break

By MARK WORSCHIE
Assistant News Editor

The Saint Bar was burglarized twice during the Christmas break. Thieves escaped with a safe in the first incident and stereo equipment in the second, said security director Glenn Terry.

No suspects have been apprehended, and an investigation is being conducted by the Security Department.

According to statements from the Security Department, Kevin Woods, a manager of Saint Bar, the first break in occurred sometime between 12 a.m. and 8 a.m. December 22. Thieves broke through service windows which serve the beer garden to enter the building. After searching a desk and prying open an empty cash register, they left with a safe valued at $300 in safe. Woods said that the safe contained $32 and had a replacement cost of $150.

In the second incident, thieves broke through some large glass windows shortly before 2 a.m. January 2. They escaped with a tape deck and a pre-army valued at $350. A $1500 security system was in the process of being installed during the first burglary. The system was working and at alarm rang during the second, but Terry explained that "we didn't respond in the right way."

Other than the break-ins at Saint Bar, Terry said that the Christmas break was a "nice mild one." No dorm robberies have been reported, and while he said he was aware of one theft from an automobile, a tape deck stolen from a car in lot C.

Terry said that a "basic unit of eight patrols" monitored the campus during break. In a change from previous years, he said that these officers sent notices to rectors about things they found in the dorms, such as unlocked doors, radios left on, and windows left open.

The Security Department, in addition to its campus duties, also hosted a seminar January 6 entitled "Human Relations and Interpersonal Relations and Communication." Seventy-two police officers, including 20 from the Security Department, attended the program, which featured FBI agent Steve Mclvan from Indianapolis.

NOW IS THE TIME TO RESERVE A SUMMER JOB IN THE ARMY RESERVE.

Why should you think about a summer job now? Because the Army Reserve has many different skills available, including skills in fields like medical technology, engineering, and electronics. By joining the Reserve now, you can secure skill training. And you won't have to wait until next year to begin.

The Reserve will guarantee you summer skill training up to nine months in advance if you qualify. You attend monthly weekend training at your local Reserve unit and after the first three months you start earning over $75 a month.

Then, this summer and next, you take your basic and skill training full-time. And you get full-time Army pay of over $1,300 each summer.

The Reserve is also flexible. You can take a head start on the summer job hunting season, call the number below. Or stop by.

ARMY RESERVE, BE ALL YOU CAN BE.

Sgt Messner / Mr. Bair
234-4187

SENIORS May 1983 is just months away. what next? CONSIDER an alternative

A 1year postgraduate experience stressing: service, simple living, and Christian community.

HCA volunteers are in serveral American cities.

For more information contact:
Mary Ann Roemer, 239-7949
Center For Social Concern

Applications are now available.
Deadline for application Feb. 8, 1983
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SMC security gate
Extra guard to remain posted

By MARGARET FOSMEO
Saint Mary's Executive Editor

... Habib

continued from page 1

United States would be to wait for Jordan's decision on whether to join Mideast peace talks, and for the finding of the judicial inquiry into the Beirut massacre, which could mean any date up to March 15, he said.

Applications are being accepted for the position of Assistant Features Editor for The Observer. Leave applications on Features Editor by noon Monday. Resumes should include any experience in journalism writing or paste up.
Fire claims life of incoming grad student

Cindy Fitzgerald, 32, an incoming graduate student this semester died late Thursday from injuries suffered in a fire at her Northeast Side home in South Bend.

A candidate for the MSA program at Notre Dame, Fitzgerald had been a teacher for about seven years and was to attend Notre Dame's graduate school this semester.

According to investigators, the fire started from a cigarette that had been smoldering in a chair in the living room.

The Red Cross is having courses in water safety and first aid. The Water Safety Instructors Class will begin on Sat., Jan. 15, at 9 a.m. at Rockne Memorial. Prerequisites for this class are a current life saving card and swimmer level certificate or ability. The Standard First Aid Class will be held on Jan 18 and Jan. 20 from 6 to 10 p.m. in Room 218 Rockne Memorial. The Advanced First Aid Course will also be at 218 Rockne Memorial. The prerequisites for this class are standard first aid and CPR. For more information or to register, contact Louis Hurck at Room 215 Rockne or call 259-5043, or 259-6521.

The Observer
DELIVERY DRIVERS NEEDED
START IMMEDIATELY
3 HOURS ON WEEKDAYS
PAID POSITION
CALL MARK AT 239-7471

NURSE CORPS
EARLY COMMISSIONING PROGRAM:
1. Must be enrolled in an approved BSN program.
2. Must meet all other commissioning criteria.
3. Automatic 30 days vacation with pay each year.
4. Match steady advancement with competitive salary.
5. Attend a nurse internship in a modern, well-equipped Air Force health care facility.
6. A benefits package second to none.

For more information contact:

SSgt. Gary M. Absher
219-289-6019

...Concerns

Social Concerns will be open to the campus day and night, and McNeill said a studentarchitect's plans for a patio may become a reality by next semester.

The increased social space, McNeill said, might "help break down the barriers" between academics and faculty-student relations. "We now have a place where a prof can relax with a student after class and continue the discussion."

McNeill said the space will also be available for committee meetings for student volunteer projects, and will bring people in contact more often with the center's activities.

But above all, McNeill says no plans for use of the building's facilities are set in concrete. "There will be some critiques as we go along, and we will be open to what the students want to do with this building."

Two open houses are scheduled for January 21 and February 3 both from 4 p.m. to 6:30.

Currently, there are nearly 20 full and part-time volunteer service groups made up of almost 1,000 Notre Dame and Saint Mary's undergraduates. An activity might be scheduled for Tuesday to present the programs to the campus community.

The center is one of five centers that comprise the Notre Dame Institute for Pastoral and Social Ministry.
Woman accuses bigamist of swindle

PHOENIX, Ariz. (AP) — A woman who says she was swindled and abandoned by an admitted bigamist says she married him despite his assertions that he was involved in gambling case.

Giovanni Vigliotto, 53, who admits he has been married 82 times, is being tried on one count each of fraud, perjury, and bigamy. He is alleged to have been seeking to testify against members of his extended family.

Vigliotto, who was being sought elsewhere, was revealed during their examination that he was being sought in a gambling case.

The Undergraduate Club would serve non-alcoholic drinks, while placing emphasis on dancing, popular music, and lighting. The Chautauqua Ballroom is the suggested location for the club.

"Our college students under 21 need an attractive place to relax, find entertainment, and to informal- ly socialize," said Ciotta. "In Chautauqua there are already: tables, chairs, lighting, a sound system, and more than sufficient space. Easily accessible exits and decorative wall murals all currently exist," he said.

"Through the positioning of tables, creative use of lighting, and the playing of contemporary dance music, the Undergraduate Club could easily be a reality at no cost to the administration or students." Ciotta also proposed that the non-alcoholic drinks be served from "two real bars," to enhance and complete the Undergraduate Club's commitment to providing an atmosphere that would be similar to a real bar.

"These bars, possibly built by students, would be situated directly below the murals near the main stairwell. Drink possibilities suggested by Ciotta include fruit juice drinks, club soda, tonic water, Pepsi, "Up," and non-alcoholic daiquiris.

The club proposal also includes possibilities for student employment. Student disc jockeys, bartenders, bouncers, and servers could be employed. The College of Business might easily become involved in the operation of the club, giving students the opportunity to run an actual business.

The Undergraduate Club would open on a regular basis, maintaining regular hours on specific nights. Ciotta also suggested live band acts, dance contests, dorm party nights, and specialty nights, such as Rock and Roll or New Wave night, as one future possibility for the Undergraduate Club. Affiliation with other groups as the New Wave club was also proposed.

"Considering the insignificant cost and major gains — responding to student desire for social space and attacking the problem of alcohol abuse — the administration, faculty, and students must support the institution of the Undergraduate Club," Ciotta emphasized.

Operation Brainstorm winner

Undergraduate club proposed

By KATHLEEN DOYLE

Imagine a bar on the Notre Dame campus!

An undergraduate club having all the characteristics of a bar except alcohol was the idea selected for first prize in the "Operation Brainstorm" contest sponsored by the Student Senate.

The club proposal was submitted by Peter Ciotta, a junior American Studies major.

The Undergraduate Club would serve non-alcoholic drinks, while placing emphasis on dancing, popular music, and lighting. The Chautauqua Ballroom is the suggested location for the club.

"Our college students under 21 need an attractive place to relax, find entertainment, and to informal- ly socialize," said Ciotta. "In Chautauqua there are already: tables, chairs, lighting, a sound system, and more than sufficient space. Easily accessible exits and decorative wall murals all currently exist," he said.

"Through the positioning of tables, creative use of lighting, and the playing of contemporary dance music, the Undergraduate Club could easily be a reality at no cost to the administration or students." Ciotta also proposed that the non-alcoholic drinks be served from "two real bars," to enhance and complete the Undergraduate Club's commitment to providing an atmosphere that would be similar to a real bar.

"These bars, possibly built by students, would be situated directly below the murals near the main stairwell. Drink possibilities suggested by Ciotta include fruit juice drinks, club soda, tonic water, Pepsi, "Up," and non-alcoholic daiquiris.

The club proposal also includes possibilities for student employment. Student disc jockeys, bartenders, bouncers, and servers could be employed. The College of Business might easily become involved in the operation of the club, giving students the opportunity to run an actual business.

The Undergraduate Club would open on a regular basis, maintaining regular hours on specific nights. Ciotta also suggested live band acts, dance contests, dorm party nights, and specialty nights, such as Rock and Roll or New Wave night, as one future possibility for the Undergraduate Club. Affiliation with other groups as the New Wave club was also proposed.

"Considering the insignificant cost and major gains — responding to student desire for social space and attacking the problem of alcohol abuse — the administration, faculty, and students must support the institution of the Undergraduate Club," Ciotta emphasized.

Ciotta believes that the best way to begin operation of the Undergraduate Club would be on a long term, trial basis. This club can become reality with active support. If the cause of taking action against alcohol abuse is emphasized, this club will succeed, because Notre Dame people "will respond to just causes," Ciotta added.

...Murphy

Father Gene Gorski, director of the program last year and Howard Hall resident,

A University memorial Mass for Michelle and Rita will be said by Father Theodore Hesburgh, University President, Tuesday, January 25 at 4 p.m. in Sacred Heart Church, according to Father John Fitzgerald, Associate Director of Campus Ministry.

Hopefully members of the Murphy family will be able to attend. Father said he added that memorial services will probably be said in most halls this weekend.

Funeral services were held last night in Saint Anthony's of Padua Church in Casper, Wyo. Father Don McNeill, Director of the Center for Social Concerns, was a concelebrant of the service and Sister Jeanテン, rector of Fairly Hall, also attended.
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**Engineering Update**

Transit advances resulting from research at the University of Notre Dame are being put to use in the transit systems of four U.S. cities to prevent costly cold weather shutdowns. Originally approved by Congress to receive $5.5 million of fiscal year 1980 funds as the initial funding of a $20 million program, the cold weather transit technology program is a cooperative venture consisting of background research conducted at Notre Dame and design and engineering developments completed at Vought Corp. Model equipment from the project is being tested in buses and rail transit in Boston, Chicago, Lansing and Niles, Michigan. Directed by the Urban Mass Transportation Administration, the UMTA has recently called for the program to be re-oriented to produce more short-term results and has delayed further funding after having advanced $11 million. — The Observer

**Economic Update**

U.S. business executives are planning to cut spending for expansion and modernization for the second straight year, a new government survey indicated yesterday. The cut, after discounting for spending due to higher prices of materials and labor, is 5.2 percent below the 1982 level, according to the Commerce Department report. Government officials and private economists had not expected spending for new plants and equipment to show much recovery before business in general starts to improve after the long recession. But the size of the newly estimated spending decline seemed to show business confidence at a lower level than many analysts had thought. — AP

**Wall Street Update**

The stock market finished mixed in heavy trading yesterday. The Dow Jones' average of 30 industrials closed with a slight loss at 1,083.61 after making a brief rally at the 1,000 level. Analysts said some traders evidently had decided in advance to take some profits when the Dow reached 1,000 for the first time. They said hopes persisted for a broadening economic recovery. But they added that there were no fresh news developments to account for Monday's advances. Upward declines by almost 2 to 1 in the New York Stock Exchange, big board volume totaled 109.85 million share, against 98.25 million in the previous session. — AP

**pandora's books**

**USED TEXTBOOKS**

25% off list price
3-5 day delivery if not in stock

Buying used texts 1-4pm Mon., Thur.
OPEN 11-6 WEEKDAYS
11-5 WEEKENDS

937 So. Bend Ave. 233-2342

**OPEN AUDITIONS!**

**Visit**

The Oak Room Cafe
Mon - Thur 9 - 12
Fri & Sat 9 - 2

For the BEST Burgers &
Pizza on Campus!!

**Youth change brand preferences**

By MILTON MOSKOWITZ

Special to the Observer

Two marketplaces — cigarettes and automobiles — will change dramatically if you project forward the current research findings on brand preferences of young people.

Marketing experts attach special importance to establishing brand preferences at an early age. People being what they are, creatures of habit, the theory is that if you get them to start using your brand when they are young, they will stick with it as adults. You can see this message repeated over and over again in the messages youth magazines beam at advertisers.

In the old days the surest predictor of how brands people would select was the brands their parents bought. These days, when television and other media start zeroing in on children when they’re very young, taking over from their old favorites.

If you believe the studies that have been done in the cigarette market, Philip Morris will soon be king of the hill. The maker of Marlboro, Benson and Hedges, Virginia Slims, Merit and Parliament, Philip Morris has been gaining steadily on the opposition for the past 25 years. It has come from last place in the field a few years ago, just a cigarette's width behind longtime leader R.J. Reynolds, maker of Winston, Salem, Camel, Vantage, Now, Doral and More.

Reynolds now has about 33 percent of the total market, Philip Morris 52 percent. Marlboro has been the top-selling brand since 1976 when it edged ahead of Winstons. But what the future may bring was indicated recently by Diana Temple, a security analyst at the big Wall Street house, Salomon Brothers. Temple reported that among young cigarette smokers, people between the ages of 18 and 22, the Philip Morris brands are the most popular.

The model for these young smokers is being the mainstay of many American companies. The result has been this consumer loyalty. But this may be only the beginning. Researchers looking into who buys what revealed that car buyers under 50 years old, the imports have 50 percent of the total auto market.

That's going to be a tough hold to shake. A buyer who's satisfied with his or her car tends to look for the same make again. Detroit has always stressed the importance of building consumer loyalty. So if these young buyers of Toyotas, Datsuns and Hondas stay with their current brand preferences, the U.S. auto industry is going to be having a tough time.

**Sex aids coronary victims**

By ROBERT LOCKE

AP Science Writer

Sex, "one of nature's finest tonics," is not only possible after a heart attack but seems to help with recovery, according to a new study. The switch from cigarettes to sex after heart problems is one of nature's finest tonics. It is a damaging myth, he said Tuesday, "that once you have a heart attack, you're no good for sex because you can't have it anymore.""Heckert said an unwarranted fear of death during intercourse is given as the main reason sexual activity decreases by an average of 50 per cent among heart attack survivors. A quarter of all such survivors never resume sexual activity, he said. He told an American Heart Association meeting that sex after heart problems is emphasized because "it seems to be a key to progress in rehabilitation." It is one of nature's finest tonics. Heckt is co-author of a Heart Association booklet on sex and heart disease that will be published this year. He said research has shown that sex, at least within marriage, "is relatively safe, with no known effect on the cardiovascular system."
Electronics toy with reality

We no longer worry about the dangers of lack of exercise when we use electronic toys, because we take our playthings to the very events which are socially incompatible with such toys. Monday Night Football cameras always locate a crowd gathered around a television. Rarely do we go to a Notre Dame football game where someone is not plugged into a portable radio.

Have we become so lost in the mass mess of communications that we ignore the subtleties of a singular event. We instead seek a wide spectrum of "knowledge" of the programs available on our dials. It seems so comical that the communications boom which strives to bring the world closer to us only takes us away from ourselves.

Dear Students;

Most of you see a wise and delightful man over Christmas break. Footsie. You came to love him, but you didn't fit a certain visual standard. He didn't look like the warm, spontaneous, unfilthy woman that Dustin Hoffman created in the movie. You almost felt she was a real person, even though you saw with your own eyes how she looked.

In an interview, Hoffman explained how much he has learned from transforming himself into Dorothy Michaels. He said that he was shocked to realize how much physical appearance he attributed to the woman he was treated by men. She was almost invisible to men because she was not young or conventionally pretty. (Her set director can't even remember her name.) Observing the way men related to her as Dorothy — "having me meet me, say hello and immediately start looking over my shoulder trying to find an attractive woman" — made him very angry. But I also realized I wouldn't ask myself out if I looked the way I looked as Dorothy. I wouldn't come up to him and try to find an attractive woman — "He made me a party."

"What a waste," he reflected, imagining all the people he might have passed up because they didn't fit a certain visual standard. But he says he thinks most men don't feel attractive, and they want to get a good-looking girl next to them to enhance their image. Dustin Hoffman didn't say it, but I suspect it works the other way too — a woman isn't sure of her attractiveness so she tries to get a handsome man beside her to confirm it.

I fear that here at Notre Dame this kind of emphasis on looks is spoiling the social life of many students, both good-looking and not so good-looking. The big crowded parties so characteristic of Notre Dame life promise the emphasis on appearance. Dense masses of people looking one another over, maneuvering, trading up, ditching a moderately handsome companion for a body one point higher — this cannot be satisfying.

But large-crowd parties are always like this, in the whole world as in the place to which you're defining social life in a false way. A satisfying social occasion is not a hundred people; it's five or six people doing something together that they all enjoy, such as having a picnic, going to a play, eating and drinking around a table. It is a four people playing bridge; or three people talking or two people telling each other about their childhood and getting to know each other. Getting to know each other does not take place at Corby's or at a hot place section.

At those events, social life concentrates on the skin, the hair style, the body contours, and the clothes. You put each other into computers; good hair, click; no pimples, click; streamlined figure, click; confidence, dimes, pelage, the right accent, click, click, and out come the rating. An utterly mechanical, superficial evaluation.

What a waste, dear students. You're passing up charming, original, funny, warm-hearted people that could make your life richer and help you grow. Look at the person sitting next to you in a class, or at a dining hall table. Say something. Open yourself. Take a risk. He or she might be as delightful as Dorothy Michaels in Footsie.

Elizabeth Christman
The Irish, who had built a 10-point lead early, were defeated by Michigan Tech 9:6 in the second game of the weekend. The Irish fell to their worst loss of the season and were eliminated from contention for an NCAA title.

Mullins lauds Shaffers' work

"We effectively took away inside scoring opportunities," Mullins said. "But the number of baskets made the team had no other takers. We were not shooting well."

Mullins added that the women's basketball team had "a lot of pressure to win the game and a lot of pressure to lose it."

The Irish coach said that the team had "a lot of confidence in their abilities, and we're all going to be better than what we were."
continued from page 12

Kenney Wilson, Cliff Tribus and John Carroll combined to score 45 points to lead the Wildcats to their first win ever against the Irish, a 51-51 overtime upset before 5,013 at the Charlotte Coliseum. The Irish once again blew a halftime lead as they shot just 6 percent (10 for 28) in the second half, but still had a chance to win in the final minute of regulation. But John Paxson’s buzzer-beat fell short, and the game went into overtime tied at 9.

In the extra session, Davidsson’s Brian Brown, who scored just five points the entire game, hit three free throws to provide the winning margin. All Notre Dame could manage in the overtime was a Tom Shybul jumper with 2.29 left to give the Irish their last lead at 51-50.

From there, the Wildcats took possession, and called two timeouts to set up Carroll’s winning jump shot with 2.7 seconds left. Notre Dame held for the last shot, but Paxson’s turnaround jumper was off.

Freshman Tim Kempton paced the Irish attack with 16 points and seven rebounds, but committed seven costly turnovers Paxson chipped in 14, but both Kempton and Paxson received little support; the rest of the team shot a combined 10-49 for 20. - Chris Needles

ND 80, Wm. & Mary 63

Dec. 50 — Notre Dame concluded its season opening nine-game home stand tonight with an 80-63 victory over the Irish of William & Mary.

The triumph left the Irish with the 6-3 mark that most predicted for the team to finish with in its opening home stand — losses to the “big three” of Kentucky, UCLA and Indiana — and victories against the competition that permitted, or matched teams from Stonewall, Saint Francis, Fairfield, Dartmouth, Valparaiso and William & Mary.

As in the Valparaiso game played eight days earlier, a fantastic field goal shooting effort of 65 percent (30-for-46) paced Notre Dame to its win. However, unlike the Valpo game, where the majority of points came from the inside power game led by Ken Barlow and Tim Kempton, the majority of baskets against the Irish came from pinpoint outside shooting by guard John Paxson and Joseph Price, and forward Billy Vanter.

From the field, the Irish shot 45 percent (10-for-22) in the second half, but still had a chance to win in the final minute of regulation. But John Paxson’s buzzer-beater fell short, and the game went into overtime tied at 9.

In the extra session, Davidsson’s Brian Brown, who scored just five points the entire game, hit three free throws to provide the winning margin. All Notre Dame could manage in the overtime was a Tom Shybul jumper with 2.29 left to give the Irish their last lead at 51-50.

From there, the Wildcats took possession, and called two timeouts to set up Carroll’s winning jump shot with 2.7 seconds left. Notre Dame held for the last shot, but Paxson’s turnaround jumper was off.

Freshman Tim Kempton paced the Irish attack with 16 points and seven rebounds, but committed seven costly turnovers Paxson chipped in 14, but both Kempton and Paxson received little support; the rest of the team shot a combined 10-49 for 20. - Chris Needles

ND 108 Valparaiso 70

Dec. 22 — John Paxson’s 1,000th career point, a dominating inside performance by the three新鲜man frontliners, and surpassing the century mark for the first time in three years highlighted Notre Dame’s 70 romp over the Valparaiso Crusaders tonight at the ACC.

While Notre Dame’s 17 turnovers indicated some rustiness from an 11-day layoff, it was greatly overshadowed by a searching 65 percent shooting effort from the field (45-for-69 field goals), and an amazing 16-16 mark in rebounding.

Besides matching the 50-point career high set last year in the Michigan finale, Paxson became only the 27th player (out of 46 players) in Notre Dame’s 84-year basketball history to score over 1,000 career points. The milestone score came on a fast-break layup in which he weaved through four defenders. To top the night off, the senior dished out a game-high eight assists.

While the ghost of Paxson’s past and present was the big news, it was the ghost of Notre Dame’s basketball future which may have pleased Irish coach Digger Phelps the most as the ever-maturing freshmen frontliners, Ken Barlow, Tim Kempton and Jim Dolan combined for 36 points and 7 rebounds.

Barlow had the best scoring night of his young career as he fired home 25 points on 11-15 shooting from the field. His nine rebounds, meanwhile, were second only to Kempton’s season high of 12 this night. Kempton was also a scoring force inside with his 16 points. - Louis Samogyi

...Wildcats

Freshman Joseph Price turned in a very courageous performance in last Friday’s game against Villanova. The guard from Marion, Ind., had to deal with the news of his father’s death last week, but started both of last week’s games. (Photo by Ed Carroll)
**Fourth in GLIT**

ND icers set back by 1-3 break

**By JANE HEALEY**
Sports Writer

The Notre Dame hockey team fought its first matches of the new year in Sault St. Marie, Mich., against Lake Superior State last weekend and came out of the series with a split.

The inconsistent Irish defeated Lake Superior solidly in the first game, 7-3. But the Lakers, aided by a Nick Palumbo hat trick, took the rematch, 4-3.

After the split, Notre Dame's overall record is 5-13-4 - their mark is 5-13 in the CCHA, where the Irish share last place with Illinois-Chicago.

Coach Lefty Smith could cite two reasons for the strange turnaround the team made in the series. First, the Lake Superior goalies, playing hot-and-cold all year, have been sharing the goaltending duties in each series. "The goalie is an important part of any hockey game, and seeing two different goalies made the two games very different," stated Smith.

The abundance of penalties called against the Irish was the other damaging factor. Notre Dame spent much of the game playing short-handed due to useless penalties. "We'd get hit, and then we'd retaliate and get caught for it," commented Smith.

The series wasn't all bad for Notre Dame. On the offensive front, senior Kirt Bjork tallied goals in both games to end his month-long scoring drought, while fellow senior Rex Bellomy grabbed his first since November 20.

Freshman Steve Whitemore scored his first and second collegiate goals, and Dave Lucia added a goal and assist to his stats. Lucia's hard work on the Irish shorthanded unit helped to hold the Lakers to only two goals in 18 power play chances.

The Irish aren't exactly happy after the weekend, but they can't really be disappointed either. The balance of the schedule is seen by Smith as a test of Notre Dame's determination. In Smith's words, Notre Dame is just going to have to "suck it up" and keep working to begin winning.

**Great Lakes Tourney:**
Michigan Tech 9, ND 6
Michigan 12, ND 3

DETROIT, Dec. 29 - The Notre Dame icers entered the 1982 Great Lakes Invitational Tournament at Joe Louis Arena yesterday as defending champions. Their chances for recapturing the title were erased with a 1-3 break against Lake Superior State in the first game of the weekend.

See ICERS, page 8

---

**Piedmont New Direct to Dayton**

With Piedmont's new direct and connecting service through Dayton, you can save yourself time and hassle. For instance, we give you the only no-change service to Newark and Miami. With fast, easy connections to many other Piedmont cities.

Just call your travel agent. Or us.

After all, now that were in town, air travel is a whole new ball game.
The Observer

Bloom County

Look...just your anxious...er...drunk...or was all of that just in your head? That's what it feels like.

PUSH! PUSH! ONE-TWO! ONE-TWO!

The Daily Crossword
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Student Union Service Commission Sponsors

The Book Exchange

DROP OFFS: THUR JAN 13
2-6 pm

SALE: FRI JAN 14 2-6 pm

2nd Floor La Fortune

Don't Miss the Bargains!

T.V. Tonight

6 p.m. 16 NewsCenter 16
22 22 Eyewitness News
28 28 Newswatch 28
9:30 p.m. 16 2-1-2 Contact
6:30 p.m. 16 NBC Nightly News
22 CNN News
28 ABC World News Tonight
34 Making It Count
7 p.m. 16 MASH
22 Lavender and Shirley
28 Joker's Wild
54 The MacNeil/Lehrer Report
7:30 p.m. 16 All in the Family
22 Family Feud
28 28 The Price Is Right
34 Straight Talk
8 p.m. 16 Fame
22 22 Magnum P.I.
28 Joan Lovers Chuck
34 All Creatures Great and Small
9:30 p.m. 16 The Star of the Family
9 p.m. 16 Cheers
22 Simon and Simon
28 Too Close For Comfort
38 Mystery
11:30 p.m. 16 T.N.
10 p.m. 16 Hill Street Blues
22 Knots Landing
28 28 28 The Love Boat
34 Steve Precious
16 NewsCenter 16
22 22 Eyewitness News
28 Newswatch 28
54 Indiana Lawmakers
11:30 p.m. 16 Tonight Show
22 Quincy and McCloud
28 ABC News Nightline
By WILL HARE

Sports Writer

Notre Dame still seeks its first major victory of the season, even though the Irish were beaten by a staggering 78-47 pounding of lowly Canisius (2-9) at the ACC.

Bill Varner and John Paxson combined for 19 points to lead the Irish new-look lineup into an awkward game versus Marquette Saturday afternoon.

After outscoring the visiting Golden Griffins 44-12 over the last five-and-a-half minutes of the first half, the Irish moved to an overwhelming 35-16 lead at the half.

"That stretch at the end of the first half was all we," said Canisius coach Nick Maczuch. "The pressure bothered us in the first half." That was an understatement.

Employing full court pressure throughout the first half and an aggressive man-to-man defense the entire second half, the Irish forced 16 Canisius turnovers. This included 14 minutes in the first half alone. In the

senior all-America candidate, into a sub-par two-point, two-assist performance in 26 foul-plagued minutes.

The Irish used six consecutive points by Paxson to take their biggest lead, 39-30, with 10 minutes left. But the Cats battled back to cut the lead to 45-43 with seven minutes left to play. But two steals and a blocked shot by Paxson that spelled doom for the Golden Griffins' last game versus Canisius.

The Irish went on top 45-43 with seven minutes left to play.

"They missed a last-second shot six-for-eight for the Irish," said DiStanislao. "This win was a big confidence booster after losing to the Headquarters.

"Player of the game was senior Brian Thompson who had a game high 18 points. A late Georgetown surge that kept the Irish within range in the first half but the Irish couldn't get any closer than 38-29 of the undefeated Hoyas.

"We have to get used to facing top ranked teams. Their defense is very good. But then, when Debbie Lytle, Maryland's quick guard, was given leeway to call the shots for the Hoyas, the Irish were beaten for the second time in the third game./

"Their foul shooting and offensive boards won it for them," said Irish coach Mary DeSantis. "We gave them a lot of second chances at the end, and turned our fouls in a lot of points."

"They came right back and made us pay for our mistakes," said DiStanislao. "But what really got me was that he (referee Pete Reed) wouldn't explain the call to me."

"More pleasurable for Mary D. was the performance of junior center Jenny Klasko, whose 11 off the bench points to share ND scoring honors with Dougherty."

"What pleased me most on this trip was that we were able to off two benches points to share ND scoring honors with Dougherty."

"But we have yet to put together a solid 40 minutes. When we do that, we'll still the Mercer men through George.

"Mary D. must lower her sights for now, though, as her task at hand: Division III power Augustana of the Viking attack will be the Division III all-America candidate

Dawn Crosby. The 5-10 guard averages 19 points per game. The game, set for 70 tonight, was a late replacement for Georgia Tech, which withdrew from the schedule.

"Irish Items" -- From the San Marco, Calif society pages. Freshman Cathy O'Brien has decided to leave the basketball team, and study University in order to get married in January.

Mary DeSantis, is the Hoyas' last on the Irish bench -- a pre-season ankle injury precluded her from appearing in any varsity contests... All of Notre Dame's losses have come to nationally-ranked teams. "If the Maryland game is a good experience if we learn from it, and don't let it happen again," said DeSantis... Schacht has pulled down 50 boards in the last two games. Schacht's numbers in the classroom are as impressive as her numbers on the court. Her GPA of 3.86 for the last two semesters has qualified her as a nominee for the academic all-America team. ND's last academic all-Americans were Margie Lally and Shari Markey, who were accorded second-team honors in 1981.

ND 78, Georgetown 68

WASHINGTON, Jan. 6 -- The Notre Dame women's basketball team played possibly its best game to date, beating Georgetown, 78-68, tonight in McDonough Arena. The victory is the ninth in a row for Notre Dame -- one short of the team record.

Some good scoring from the floor and a crushing edge in the rebounding allowed the Irish to overcome an early 10-10 tie and carry a lead of as much as 21 points, 1 late Georgetown surge left far short.